The Pavilions new travel service, Curated Journeys, is ready to put the bespoke into your luxury holiday. Its ethos is not just about where you want to go but how you want to feel, with each Journey specially designed to encompass an emotive experience from romance to adventure to feeling good.

Each curated experience has been tried and tested by our experienced team from years of discovery and research to bring you to experiences which are off the beaten track, unearthing the true essence of Phuket. The journey themes can be made into a 2-5 day experience by our team to immerse yourself in the local culture and the island fully.

Welcome to The Pavilions, Your Curated Journey starts here.
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In to the Wild

1. Yacht excursions
2. Pearl farms
3. Khao Sok National Park
4. Flying Hanuman
5. John Grey’s Hong by Starlight

Yacht Excursions

Discover Phuket’s most treasured experience, the stunning islands that surround the main island by yacht. Our team can create a bespoke experience for you, from half days to multiple night adventures. Visit any of the islands around Phuket from Phi Phi Island, Hong Island, Yeo Noi Island to Phang Nga Bay, Raacha, Paithon and Rang Yai. Excursions vary depending on package but includes meals, snorkelling, the marine National Park fee, insurance, freshwater and return transfers.

Pearl Farms

Phuket is often called ‘The Pearl of the Andaman’ but did you know that pearls are actually cultivated here? Get the wind in your hair on a traditional long-tail boat out to a Pearl Farm, enjoy a guided tour, snacks, insurance and return transfers.

Khao Sok National Park

Full-Day Adventure

Head north and off the mainland for a full-day adventure, starting with bathing and feeding elephants in their natural environment and canoeing peacefully past serene limestone mountains. This tour includes return transfers, Thai set lunch menu, and insurance.
**The Real Phuket Breakfast**

Even in Thailand, when the locals come to Phuket, they hunt for Khanom Jeen. Khanom Jeen are fresh, thin rice noodles which are made from rice sometimes fermented for three days, boiled, and then made into noodles. The way to eat Kanom jeen is to top it with a variety of curries (you could mix everything or only the one curry you like) and eat together with any number of fresh, blanched, and pickled vegetables.

We have a secret for you, Khun Jeed’s restaurant in Manik. 81 Srisoonthorn Rd, Tambon Si Sunthon, Thalang District, Phuket 83110

“I shall be telling this with a sigh
Somewhere ages and ages hence:
Two roads diverged in a wood, and I
I took the one less travelled by,
And that has made all the difference.”

- ROBERT FROST -
Flying Hanuman is a zip line adventure like no other on Phuket. It shows that the island’s beauty goes far beyond the sea, sun, and sand that it is famous for. The hillsides of Phuket overflow with thick forest that is great for exploration and outdoor activities. There are 3 unique packages to choose from to suit all family’s and group sizes.

**FLYING HANUMAN**

Head out and explore some of Phuket’s most hidden sea caves. Guided by the original team who first mapped these caves in 1989, you’ll discover the secret wonders of four caves before enjoying a Thai seafood dinner at sunset. Experience includes dinner and soft drinks and return transfers.

**JOHN GREY’S HONG BY STARLIGHT**
Phuket offers world-class golfing in a relaxed environment, with some of the best courses in the world available on the island.

**World-Class Golfing in Phuket**

**Laguna Golf**

Voted as "Thailand’s Best Golf Course" by World Golf Awards in November 2015, Laguna Golf Phuket is an 18-hole, par-71 golf course. The course features a wealth of scenic lagoons, coconut grove and undulating fairways. The course provides golfers with two distinct and scenic experiences with lush tropical foliage on the front nine, while the back holes’ feature coconut groves and sand bunkers.

**Red Mountain Golf Club**

Considered one of the most beautiful and exciting golf courses in Phuket. Winner of the “Platinum Golf Course Of The Year” award in 2011, beautifully and strategically designed by Jon Morrow and Al Tikkanen, this 8,900 yard, par 72, 18 hole golf course will take you through a variety of spectacular landforms and dramatic elevation changes as it winds its way through the former tin mine site and a unique part of Phuket’s history.

**Mission Hills Golf**

Mission Hills Golf Resort and Spa is a world-class Jack Nicklaus designed 18 holes, par 72, 6,806-yard golfer’s paradise. The only course in Phuket on the seafront, its layout offers stunning vistas of the Andaman Sea from several holes.

**Loch Palm Golf Club**

The Loch Palm Golf Club offers an 18 hole, par 72 course with 6,555 yards and has earned the title of being the most relaxing golf course in Phuket, set around Crystal Lake with a panoramic background of jungle-covered mountains. Loch Palm has smooth slopes and dramatic elevation changes and will take you across ravines and plateaus that will test your skills at many levels of play.

**Blue Canyon Country Club**

Rated as one of the most prestigious golf clubs in Asia, with two stunning, award-winning championship courses on its 700+ acres of valley winding its way through rubber plantations and tin mines. The Canyon Course is not for the faint-hearted, challenging the best of players as it flows effortlessly through the dramatic nature of Phuket’s tin mining past.
CORAL VIP ARRIVAL & DEPARTURE LOUNGE AND IMMIGRATION FAST TRACK

Let us make sure your arrival and departure into Phuket is as smooth and efficient as possible with Coral Executive Lounge and Immigration Fast Track services. The lounge is located in the Phuket International Airport and features 60 relaxing and comfortable seats, food and beverages and is the only company allowed to offer Fast Track Immigration services for both arrival and departure.

EAGLE VIEW OF PHANG NGA BAY

Capture the beauty of Phang Nga Bay, mangrove trees, small villages, shrimp farms and stunning islands in a completely new and unknown spirit that is breathtakingly picturesque on a wondrous Helicopter Tour over Phang Nga Bay.
Feeling Good

1. The Gibbon Rehabilitation Centre
2. Sponsor A Lunch At The Life Home Project
3. Soi Dog Foundation
4. Elephant Sanctuary

**THE GIBBON REHABILITATION CENTRE**

Start your day with some monkey business by volunteering at the Gibbon Rehabilitation Centre. The Centre is a research division of Thailand’s Wild Animal Rescue Foundation and works to rescue and rehabilitate gibbons from the pet trade and tourist industry before reintroducing them to the wild where possible.
2 SPONSOR A LUNCH AT THE LIFE HOME PROJECT

Helping women and children suffering from HIV/AIDS in Thailand to have a better life with a caring home, educational opportunities and access to treatment. We can arrange food and drinks depending on how much you wish to sponsor, to have lunch with the woman and children and this home.

3 SOI DOG FOUNDATION

Take the opportunity to spend time with some furry friends at the Soi Dog Foundation. The foundation helps street dogs and cats that have no one else to care for them, resulting in better lives for both animal and human communities. Let us arrange a return transfer so you can visit, donate or even sponsor a dog if you wish, and if you do donate, we will offer the return transfers complimentary.

4 ELEPHANT SANCTUARY

Experience something extra special with a visit to Phuket Elephant Sanctuary. As Phuket’s first and only true ethical elephant sanctuary, elephants bathe and play together naturally. Observe how the world’s most magnificent land mammal spends its days and rehabilitates into forest life.
Thai massage or “Thai yoga massage” is a traditional healing system combining acupressure, Indian Ayurvedic principles, and assisted yoga postures. For the true local experience, head to Naithon Beach and on the side of the road looking out towards the beach, there is a shop we highly recommend called Chusak massage.

Yanui Beach, Lying in the shadow of Phromthep Cape and Windmill Viewpoint, 2 of Phuket’s most popular viewpoints. It’s a charming little cove offers great snorkelling, kayaking, and fishing. The sand is soft and comfortable, with plenty of shells for kids to collect. Phuket’s hidden gem.

THAI REFLEXOLOGY

Thai massage or “Thai yoga massage” is a traditional healing system combining acupressure, Indian Ayurvedic principles, and assisted yoga postures. For the true local experience, head to Naithon Beach and on the side of the road looking out towards the beach, there is a shop we highly recommend called Chusak massage.
**We are Family**

**FLOATING MUSLIM VILLAGE AT KHO PANYEE**

There are about 1,600 people from 360 families who live permanently on the island. All of them are the descendants, directly or indirectly, of Toh Baboo and his family and friends, who were the first people to settle on Koh Panyee some 200 years ago. Visit the floating football pitch, built by the village children using old scraps of wood and fishing rafts. Also visit Khao Khian, an amazing cave with pre-historical colourful paintings from over 3,000 years ago.

**BLUE TREE**

The vast, crystal Blue Tree Lagoon is Phuket’s first man-made, eco-friendly, freshwater lagoon tailor-made for every type of enjoyable water activity. Hurtle down the Slip N Fly and slide off one of the four different sized ramps meters into the air and the lagoon. Zipline on a steel cable across the water, jump off one of the two cliff diving points and drop 5 or 10 meters into the lagoon.

Become a Ninja Warrior on the Ninja Warrior thirty-two stage obstacle course or a dream Olympic ice skater on the Unreal Ice Rink.

**1-DAY BIKE TOUR TO YAO NOI ISLAND**

Discover the stunning nature of Khao Yao Noi by bicycle, a wonderful island only an hour boat ride away from Phuket. Your guide will show you the best places on Koh Yao Noi, and you will have the chance to ride through small market towns, past beautiful rice paddies, and see the homes of the fishermen and the locals.
Like a Chef

1. Floating Seafood Village – Kruvit Raft
2. Choc Dee Secret Island Restaurant
3. Mor Mu Dong Restaurant
4. Phuket Goat Farm
5. Thai Cooking Class

**1. Floating Seafood Village – Kruvit Raft**

5-minute long-tail boat trip away takes you right into the heart of the islands fisherman’s livelihoods. An unforgettable seafood experience awaits on a floating raft where sunken in nets hold fish, prawns and shellfish ready for you to choose what you would like for lunch or dinner, freshly prepared from a menu of cooking styles and dishes.

**2. Choc Dee Secret Island Restaurant**

Adventure awaits on a trip to Chok-Dee Island. Thirty-minutes from the east coast of Phuket, embrace the wind in your hair as a local long-tail boat charters you to this private and secret escape. The island is beyond romantic – white-sand beaches, palm trees and crystal clear waters. Spend your time enjoying its delights before heading to a restaurant for the freshest seafood.
Hidden on the south-east coast of Phuket, in the middle of mangrove is truly unique and unknown to the tourist visitor. You can enjoy lunch or dinner in small wooden houses over water, or mud in low tide and features great Thai and seafood cuisine.

Understand the real meaning of sustainable living with local Phuket goats on a farm in Thalang, and discover the natural health benefits and pasteurization with a private tour with the farmer.

Discover Thailand’s rich culinary heritage through the major periods of Thai history with our culinary team guiding you through traditional Thai cuisine with ‘hands-on’ cooking class set in the resorts newly appointed Pavilions Garden and Farm. Choose from 4 distinct and authentic menus including The Ayutthaya Menu, Rattanakosin Menu, Southern Thai Menu or the Sukhothai Menu, and conclude with enjoying everything that you have prepared.
Haute Culture

1. Phang Nga Cultural Day Trip
2. Old Phuket Farm
3. Phuket Art Tour

PHANG-NGA

PHANG NGA CULTURAL DAY TRIP

Leave early and discover the hidden secrets of Phang Nga Bay. Namtook Was Khao, a hidden waterfall in the hills of Khok Kloi. Discover the special and unique cave temple ‘Wat Suwan Khuh’, followed by local seafood lunch at Bang Pat Stilted Fishing Village, and finish with a visit to the private Peacock temple.
The good oil

Established in 1996, Lemongrass House specializes in homemade naturally farmed aromatherapy products with all products being made in the flagship Phuket store located in Cherngtaley. All products are sulphate and paraben-free and have never been tested on animals.

Phuket bubble tea

Located near the old bus station in Phuket town, HwaanYen is a tiny tea room which serves a wide array of rich, creamy bubble tea varieties. Bubbles are also known as “pearls”, chewy tapioca balls and popping boba. Fruit jelly, grass jelly, agar jelly, sago and puddings are often added to the tea as well creating an endless list of possibilities.
OLD PHUKET FARM

Phuket Local Farm is located in Thalang on an area of 25 rai. At the farm, you can ride around the premises on a traditional old-fashioned cart pulled along by a buffalo where you stop along the way to learn about the different elements of farming in Thailand, including fundamental farming practices, rice cultivation, rubber tapping, Phuket pineapple farming and the traditional way to collect coconuts with the helping hand of a trained monkey.

MONK BLESSING AND TRADITIONAL ‘SAK YANT’ TATTOO

Believed to give the wearer magic powers associated with healing, luck, strength, and protection against evil, hand-etched onto the skin using ancient geometric designs mixed with Buddhist prayers.

PHUKET ART TOUR

Visit Phuket-town in the early hours to beat the crowds and view the stunning street art, then tour the Rawai Art Village, followed by a visit to ‘Napas Art Studio’ near The Pavilions Phuket.
Just the two of us

PRIVATE IN-VILLA BBQ

For those who prefer not to leave the comfort and privacy of their villa, discover The Pavilions Phuket In-Villa BBQ. Your private chef will fire up the grill on your terrace, preparing and cooking the finest selection of seafood or tantalizing cuts of meat to perfection; or show off your skills, and we leave the cooking to you!

COUPLES SPA JOURNEY

Spend quality time together with this treat for two, designed to renew the bond with your loved one. Indulge in three hours of utter relaxation: renew with a bespoke Sea Salt body scrub followed by a relaxing full body massage to ease away tension and stress. Complete your love journey with a romantic Floral Milk bath for two and a platter of tropical treats to delight in a moment of pure bliss!

THE BOHEMIAN TEEPEE BBQ

The Pavilions Phukets’ most romantic destination dining experience. Imagine you and your someone special in one of the dreamiest location in the resort, The Pavilions Spa with romantic pond views and lush gardens. Enjoy a candlelit private Bohemian-inspired picnic and BBQ with a dedicated chef preparing an elevated culinary experience from your own intimate Teepee.

ROMANTIC PICNIC ON LAYAN BEACH

Nothing is more romantic than a private picnic on a stunning beach in Phuket. Luckily we know a secret hidden and secluded spot near the resort where we set the stage for the ultimate morning or afternoon romance, with a delicious menu to choose from along with your favourite drink, why not toast the celebration with champagne!
Your notes.